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We give a number of algorithms which for a finite set of finite sequences of strings 
of symbols decide whether or not there exists a grammar of a certain fixed type such 
that each of the sequences i a derivation (or subderivation) by the grammar. Whenever 
such grammars exist, our algorithms will effectively produce one of them. The types 
of grammars which we consider operate by applying rules in parallel to all symbols 
in the strings; thus they are similar to other parallel type grammars which have been 
actively investigated in recent years. We restrict our attention to the types of grammars 
which have been found useful in modeling developmental processes in biology. In 
view of this, our algorithms can be considered to produce, from a finite number of 
observations of the development of a particular kind of organism, a model which 
represents the developmental rules of that organism. We discuss the relevance of our 
results to formal language theory and to developmental biology. 
1. MOTIVATION: COMPUTER SCIENCE 
There is a very basic but difficult problem, which is of interest in a wide range of 
fields (programming languages, artificial intelligence, theory of computing) in computer 
science. It has been called the "syntactical induction inference problem", the "language 
inference problem" and also "the grammatical inference problem". We refer the reader 
for a detailed iscussion (as well as references) toPap [15] or to the excellent survey of 
Biermann and Feldman [3]. 
We shall restrict our attention to twelve different ypes of grammars. Each one of 
these will be a type of grammar similar to those introduced by Lindenmayer [12] for 
discussing developmental rules for biological organisms. Even though these grammars 
have been introduced for biological reasons, they are of interest to computer scientists. 
They all have the property that at every step in a derivation every symbol is rewritten 
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in the string on which the grammar operates. Thus, these grammars are similar in kind 
to other grammars with parallel replacement rules. Such grammars have been the 
subject of a great deal of research in recent years, see, e.g., the scattered context 
grammars of Greibach and Hopcroft [5], the parallel eveled grammars of Nash and 
Cohen [14] or the absolutely parallel grammars of Rajlich [16]. Since in our grammars 
every symbol is replaced at every step, the parallelism in them is stronger than in any of 
the above-mentioned grammars. 
We shall be concerned with the following version of the grammatical inference 
problem. 
(1) Give an algorithm which decides for any finite set of sequences of strings 
whether or not there exists a grammar of a certain type (one of 12 possible types) 
such that each of the sequences i
(i) a part of a derivation by the grammar; or, 
(ii) a regularly sampled part of a derivation by the grammar; or 
(iii) a randomly sampled part of a derivation by the grammar. 
(2) Give an algorithm which, whenever the algorithm in (1) produces apositive 
answer, will produce an appropriate grammar. 
In case (ii) the algorithm is not supposed to have information regarding the frequency 
of sampling. A similar rule applies to case (iii). 
2. MOTIVATION: DEVELOPMENT BIOLOGY 
Lindenmayer [11, 12] has proposed some mathematical models for the development 
of filamentous organisms and demonstrated the usefulness of his models by showing 
how the development of a variety of organisms (e.g., lower plants, snail embryos and 
leaves) can be described using them. Baker and Herman [1] wrote a simulator for 
Lindenmayer models and demonstrated it by testing out some hypotheses concerning 
the formation of heterocysts in blue-green algae. Some of the properties of Lindenmayer 
models have been investigated, among others, by van Dalen [4], Rozenberg and 
Doucet [18], Herman [6-10], Lindenmayer and Rozenberg [13] and Walker [10]. 
The present paper addresses itself to the problem of producing Lindenmayer models 
for given organisms. There appear to be two essentially different ways of doing this. One 
is to go down to the molecular level, and try to determine the rules for interactions 
between cells by working upwards using the laws of physics and chemistry. There 
are some difficulties with this method (see, e.g., Herman and Walker [10]). 
An alternative way of producing Lindenmayer models is to observe the development 
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of the organism, and then try to find rules which will explain that development. The 
methodology here is the following. 
Take an individual organism of the species we are interested in. For simplicity, we 
shall assume that the organism is a linear array of cells. Take observations of what we 
consider elevant features of all the cells in the organism, and determine for each cell 
which of a finitely many states it is in at the time. Thus, an organism which has five 
cells in it, which are in states a, b, a, c, b, respectively, can be described by the string 
abacb.  
Take repeated observations of the organism at different imes. In this way, we obtain 
a sequence of strings. The problem is to produce a Lindenmayer model which, 
starting from the first string, will produce asequence of strings, which either coincides 
with the sequence obtained by experiment, or at least includes it. If a single 
Lindenmayer model can be obtained which does this for a large number of experiments 
for a particular species, then that Lindenmayer model may indeed be considered as one 
which models the developmental rules of that species. 
The present paper attacks the problem of producing Lindenmayer models in this 
way. A more detailed biological motivation, as well as some similar problems, are 
discussed in Herman and Walker [10]. 
3. DEFINITIONS AND PRECISE PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The definitions given in this section are generalized versions of definitions in some 
of the earlier publications. This is done to include nondeterministie Lindenmayer 
models. 
I f  G is a nonempty finite set, G* denotes the set of all strings or filaments of elements 
of G. G* includes the empty string, which is denoted by e. 
A Lindenmayer model L is a quadruple <G, g, 3, F}, where G is a nonempty finite set 
of states, g ~ G is the standard environmental input, 3 is a function giving for the 
states of any three consecutive cells the nonempty finite set of strings of states of the 
cells by which the middle one may be replaced, and F is a subset of G. In this paper we 
shall have no occasion to use F. 
EXAMPLE I. L = <{0, 1}, 1, 3, {1}>, where 3 is defined by 
a(1, o, l) = {oo}, 
3(1, O, O) = {0), 
3(d, c, b) = {1}, in all other cases, 
is a Lindenmayer model with two states 0 and 1, where if a cell is in state 0 it divides 
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into two cells of state 0 if both its neighbors are in state 1, and it changes into a cell 
in state 1 if its left neighbor is in state 0. Under all other conditions cells do not change 
state. The standard environmental input is 1, i.e., we assume that the left-most cell 
behaves as if its left neighbor was a cell in state 1 and the right-most cell behaves as 
if its fight neighbor was a cell in state 1. 
A Lindenmayer model is said to be propagating if and only if e is not in 3(d, b, c), for 
any d, b, c ~ G. So, in a propagating Lindenmayer model cells cannot simply disappear. 
The L in Example 1 is a propagating Lindenmayer model. 
A Lindenmayer model L = (G, g, 3, F )  is said to be unidirectional if and only if 3 
has the property that 
3(d, b, c) = 3(d, b, f) ,  
for all d, b, c, fe  G. 
In a undirectional Lindenmayer model a cell is only influenced by its left neighbor. 
Thus passage of information in the filament is allowed only from left to right. (The 
sense of the word "information" in this context is explained in the first footnote of 
Herman [7].) 
The Lindenmayer model of Example 1 is not undirectional, since 
8(1, O, 1) ~ 8(1, O, 0). 
A Lindenmayer model L = (G, g, 3, F )  is said to be informationless if and only if 3 
has the property that 
3(d, b, c) = 3(h, b, f) ,  
for all d, b, c, h, f E G. 
Thus, in an informationless Lindenmayer model the future of each cell is determined 
by the state of the cell only, and it is not influenced by the states of its neighbors. Note 
that every informationless Lindenmayer model is a unidirectional Lindenmayer model. 
It was seen that the standard environmental input is an element of G. It is a basic 
assumption of Lindenmayer models that the environment affects a filament only 
at the end cells, and its effect can be described by elements of G. For reasons explained 
by Herman [7], we shall assume that in all cases the environmental input is the standard 
one. 
For any filament p we define the set h(p) of comecutiwefilaments as follows. I fp is of 
the form ala 2 "" ak (k ~ 2), then 
q is in A(p) if and only if q = qlq~ "'" qk, 
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where 
qi 9 ~(ai-1, a~, ai+l) ,
qx 9 3(g, al , ~), 
qk 9 $(ak-1, ak , g). 
for 2<~i<~k- -1 ,  
I fp  = e, then A(p) = {e), and i fp 9 G, then A(p) = $(g, p, g). 
For all nonnegative integers n we define the set A'~(p) of the n-th consecutive filaments 
of p, by 
h~ = {p}, 
~.+~(p) = ~(A-(p)). 
Thus, in Example 1, if p = 0, then 
A~ = {0}, 
A~(o) = ~(o) = 5(1, o, l) = {oo), 
a~(O) = {01}, 
ha(O) = {001}, etc. 
Note that in this case each of the An(p) has exactly one element. This is because the 
model L is deterministic in the following sense. 
A Lindenmayer model L = (G, g, 3, F )  is said to be deterministic f and only if 
$(d, b, c) has exactly one element for all d, b, c 9 G. 
Let P0, Pl ,-.., Pn be a sequence S of strings. We say that S is a process associated 
with the Lindenmayer model L = ( G, g, 3, F)  if and only if Po 9 G* and Pi 9 )ti(P0), for 
l <~ i <~ n. 
Thus 0, 00, 01, 001 is a process associated with the Lindenmayer model of 
Example 1. 
We say that the sequence S is a subprocess a sociated with a Lindenmayer model 
L = (G, g, 5, F )  if and only ifpo ~ G* and there exists a strictly monotonic increasing 
function f such thatpl 9 MU)(po), for 1 ~< i ~ n. 
For any positive integer k, S is said to be a k-regular subprocess a sociated with L 
if and only i fpo  9  G* andpiEAk'i(po), for 1 ~< i <~ n. 
Thus 0, 01 is a 2-regular subprocess associated with the Lindenmayer model of 
Example 1. 
Intuitively, a process associated with a Lindenmayer model is one of the ways an 
organism which is described by that model may develop. A subprocess is what we 
observe if we do not keep a constant check on the development, while a regular 
subprocess is what we observe if we look at the development at regular intervals. A 
process is a 1-regular subprocess. I f  we think of Lindemayer models as grammars, 
then processes are derivations by these grammars. 
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In order to make the statements of the following problems and theorems reasonably 
concise, we introduce some additional notation and terminology. If in a sentence there 
are several words written underneath each other in square brackets, then that sentence 
stands for a number of sentences in which exactly one of the words is chosen. If there 
are more than one of square brackets and two or more of these are labeled by the same 
number, then from each the word in corresponding position must be chosen. 
We shall say that a Lindenmayer model is 
simply if it is not necessarily 
nonpropagating ] 
bidirectional / 
nondeterministicJ 1 
nonpropagating] 
propagating 11 
Lindenmayer 
propagating ] 
unidirectional / . 
deterministic j 1 
Thus, e.g., every propagating Lindenmayer model is a nonpropagating Lindenmayer 
model. 
A set 5~ of sequences of strings is said to be a 
bidirectional ]
unidirectional | [nondeterministic] 
informationlessJ2 [ deterministic J8 
set if and only if there is a 
nonpropagating] 
propagating ]1 
subprocess ] 
regular subprocess 
process 4 
bidirectional ]
unidirectional [ [nondeterministic] 
informationlessJ z [ deterministic J3 
Lindenmayer model L and a fixed positive integer k such that every sequence S in S~' 
is a 
subprocess ] 
k-regular subprocess / 
process J 4 
associated with L. 
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To demonstrate our terminology, we recall that it was proved by Herman [7; 
Theorem 5] that the propagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer process et 
{(0,00,01)} is not a nonpropagating undirectional deterministic Lindenmayer 
subprocess et. This means that 0, 00, 01 cannot be embedded into any process 
associated with a unidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer model. 
We can now state our aim in precise terminology. We wish to give 2 • 3 • 2 • 3 = 36 
algorithms which will do the following. 
Given a finite nonempty set 5g of finite nonempty sequences of nonempty strings, 
decide whether or not 5f is a 
nonpropagating] 
propagating J 
Lindenmayer 
bidirectional ] 
unidirectional ] 
informationless] 
nondeterministic] 
deterministic J 
subprocess 
regular subproces., 
process 
set. If the answer is yes, the algorithm must produce an appropriate Lindenmayer 
model L. (Compare (1) and (2) at the end of Section 1.) 
Note that if the algorithm produces a Lindenmayer model of the required kind, 
then we shall be satisfied with it. In this paper we shall prove the existence of algorithms 
of the required type, by exhibiting one of each type. We shall not be concerned with the 
algorithm being "efficient" or the Lindenmayer models produced by them being 
"nice". We shall return to a discussion of the nature of the Lindenmayer models 
produced by our algorithms, especially from the point of view of their usefulness to 
biologists, in the last section. Although we are aware of a number of ways in which our 
algorithms can be speeded up, we have opted for describing algorithms which we 
find conceptually the simplest, rather than the ones which are the most efficient. 
We complete this section by discussing some notational conventions and some 
definitions regarding finite nonempty sets of finite nonempty sequences of nonempty 
strings. 
Each of the algorithms will be operating on exactly one such set of sequences. We 
shall adopt he convention that ~9 ~ denotes the set of sequences given to the algorithm. 
The sequences in ocP will be denoted by S1, S 2 ,..., Sin. For 1 ~ i ~ m, the strings 
in Si will be denoted by Pi,o, Pia ,..., P,.~,. For 1 ~ i ~ m and 0 ~ j <~ ni, the 
symbols inpi,j will be denoted by ai.J,1 .... , ai.j.z,.~ 9
We shall usually provide an algorithm for finding whether or not there exists an 
appropriate Lindenmayer model for ~9 ~ by giving necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of such a Lindenmayer model. We shall be interested in three 
particular conditions. 
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S: is said to satisfy the propagating condition if and only if, for 1 ~< i ~< m and 
0 <~j<n~, 
lz.j ~ li.j+l. 
This means that the lengths of strings in the sequences do not get shorter. Clearly, 
the propagating condition is necessary for 5: to be a propagating Lindenmayer 
set. 
subprocess ] 
regular subprocess[ 
process j 
5: is said to satisfy the unique successor condition if and only if, for 1 ~ i, i' ~ m, 
0 ~ j < ni and 0 ~ j '  < hi', ifpi.j = Pi'.J', then 
P id+l  = Pz 'd '+ l  9 
This means that if two strings in ~9: are the same, then the successors of those 
strings must also be the same. Clearly, the unique successor condition is necessary 
for .9: to be a deterministic Lindenmayer 
process ] 
regular subprocessJ 
set. 
The third condition is best expressed by the use of some graph-theoretical 
terminology. We shall follow the terminology of Berge [2], and we shall assume 
acquaintance with Chapter 1 of that book. 
With every 5: we associate a graph G = (X, F') defined as follows. 
X={p l . , [1  ~ i~m,  0~j~n i} .  
F : {(q, r) [ q : p/.j and r : Pi,~+l for some i and], 1 ~ i ~ m, 0 ~ j  < hi}. 
5# is said to satisfy the circuit condition if and only if, for every component C of G, 
if q and r are in C and q is in a circuit in C, then the length of the filament r is not 
greater than the length of the filament q. 
We shall show later on that the circuit condition is necessary (and, when taken with 
the propagating condition, sufficient) for 5 ~ to be a propagating deterministic 
Lindenmayer subprocess set. 
We were successful in producing 30 of the above-mentioned 36 algorithms. The 
other six are still open problems. We shall present our algorithms in the following way. 
In the next section we discuss two of the algorithms (the 
propagating ] 
non-propagating] 
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bidirectional deterministic regular subprocess cases) which are not trivial, but not too 
complicated either. This will be a good demonstration f some of the techniques which 
are typical of the other algorithms as well. In Section 5, we give a summary of 27 other 
algorithms. Section 6 will be devoted to detailed treatment of the algorithm for the 
propagating bidirectional deterministic subprocess case, which is the most complicated 
of the 30 algorithms. In Section 7, we summarize our results and point out the problems 
that remain open. In Section 8, we discuss the usefulness to biologists of the actual 
algorithms we have produced. 
4. THE BIDIRECTIONAL DETERMINISTIC REGULAR SUBPROCESS CASES 
First we prove a basic lemma for those 5g which satisfy the unique successor 
condition. In this and in all future statements, .~ will denote a finite nonempty set of 
finite nonempty sequences ofnonempty strings. 
LEMMA 1. There is an algorithm which, for any 5 P which satisfies the unique successor 
condition, will produce an integer l and a deterministic Lindenmayer model L such that, for 
1 ~ i ~ m, S, is an l-regular subprocess associated with L. Furthermore, if .90 satisfies 
the propagating condition, then L is a propagating Lindenmayer model. 
Proof. Let l be the length of the longest string in .9 ~ i.e., the maximum l;,~. Let 
G o consist of all the ai,~.k in ~ and an additional symbol g. The alphabet G of L 
consists of all symbols in Go, and symbols representing strings of symbols from G o of 
odd length between 3 and 21 -- 1. The symbol which represents the string p will be 
denoted by [p]. 
8 is defined in such a way that, starting from any p~,j, after l -- 1 steps each cell 
will be in a state which indicates to that cell what the whole of p~.j is, and how many 
cells from the end that particular cell is. Then each cell can change into the state of the 
cell in the corresponding position in P,.J+I, with the last cell dividing into many cells if 
li.j+l > li,j 9 This is done in the following way. 
For all symbols a, b, c and d in Go, for all strings p of symbols from G o of odd length 
between land2 l - -5 ,  for l  ~ i ~ m, O ~ j < ni ,1 ~ k ~ li., , and for all x, z e G, 
8( a, b, c )=  {[abc]}, 
3([a@], [bpc], [pcd]) = {[a@cd]}, 
3( g, [bpc], [pcd]) = {[gbpcd]}, 
3([abp], [bpc], g ) = {[abpcg]}, 
3( g, [bpc], g ) = {[gbpcg]}, 
8( x, [g'-~0~,~g~+k-l-~,,J], z ) 
l{ai.s+t.~}, if k < l,.s and k ~ li,j+x, 
: }{a,,i+l,q ,ai,j+l,Z, j+l "'" ai J+l,l, ,+1}, if k : li j and k ~ l~,J+t , 
,{,}, if ~ > l; j+~. 
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For all other symbols x, y and z in G, 
8(x, y, z) = {y}. 
Since 5P satisfies the unique successor condition, there is no conflict in the definition 
of 3 and so L is a well-defined eterministic Lindenmayer model. Also, if 5 ,~ satisfies 
the propagating condition, then L is propagating. It is not too difficult to prove in 
detail that, for 1 ~ i ~ m, S~ is an /-regular subprocess associated with L, but we 
shall just demonstrate his by an example. 
Let 5 p = {(0, 00, 01, 00l),  (1, 1, 1)}. 
In this case G o = {0, 1, g}, l = 3 and 
G -- {0, 1, g, [000], [001] .... , [ggg], [00000], [00001],..., [ggggg]}. 
Using the 3 rules as defined above, we get the following processes produced by L 
starting with 0 and 1 respectively 
0 
[g0g] 
[ggOgg] 
0 0 
[g00] [00g] 
[ggOOg] [gOOgg] 
0 1 
[g01] [01g] 
[ggOlg] [gOlgg] 
0 0 
1 
[glg] 
[ggmgg] 
1 
[gig] 
[gg l gg] 
1 
Clearly, both elements of 5# are 3-regular subprocesses associated with L. Note, 
however, that the Lindenmayer model of Example 1 would have served just as well ! 
THEOREM 1. There is an algorithm which for any 5r decides whether or not 5 r is a 
propagating ] 
nonpr opag at ing J
bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer regular subprocess et, and if 5 ~ is such a set, the 
algorithm produces the appropriate Lindenmayer model. 
Proof. It is easy to give algorithms which decide whether or not a given 5g satisfies 
either the propagating condition or the unique successor condition. Clearly, if 5 p is a 
deterministic Lindenmayer egular subprocess et, then it must satisfy the unique 
successor condition; and if .9 ~ is a propagating Lindenmayer subprocess et, then it 
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must satisfy the propagating condition. Hence, by Lemma 1, the unique successor 
condition is necessary and sufficient for 5: to be a nonpropagating bidirectional 
deterministic Lindenmayer regular subprocess set. If 5: is such a set, the proof of 
Lemma 1 provides us with the appropriate Lindenmayer model. Similarly, the unique 
successor and the propagating conditions together are necessary and sufficient for 6 e 
to be a propagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer regular subprocess set. 
Again, the proof of Lemma 1 provides the required model. 
5. SUMMARY OF THE SIMPLER CASES 
In this section we give brief descriptions of 27 of the 30 algorithms which we have 
succeeded in producing. 
THEOREM 2. Every 5: is a nonpropagating 
bidirectional ]
unidirectional | 
informationless ] 
nondeterministic L ndenmayer 
subprocess ] 
regular subprocess [ 
process .] 
set, and there is an algorithm which for every S# produces an appropriate Lindenmayer 
model. 
Proof. It is easy to produce the appropriate L. Just map each symbol which is the 
first element of any string into the next string, and map all symbols which occur in any 
but the first place in a string into the empty string. 
If S# satisfies the propagating condition, we can alter (using techniques as in 
Lemma 1) the L described above so that it is propagating. Thus we have the following. 
THEOREM 3. 
propagating 
Every 6: which satisfies the propagating condition (and no other S#) is a 
bidirectional ]
unidirectional | 
informationless J 
57117[x-8 
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nondeterministic Lindenmayer 
subprocess ] 
regular subprocess | 
process J 
set, and there is an algorithm which for every such ~9~ produces an appropriate Lindenmayer 
model. 
The above theorems give us the 18 algorithms associated with the nondeterministic 
cases. 
As far as processes are concerned, one basic algorithm deals with all six deterministic 
cases. The basic idea here is that if ,~ is a deterministic Lindenmayer process, then 
the L with which it is associated need only have symbols from ~9 ~ in its alphabet, 
and it need only replace cells by strings whose length is less than the maximum lid. 
There are only finitely many such deterministic Lindenmayer models, hence by 
trying them all out, we find the right one, if there is one at all. Thus we have six more 
algorithms. 
THEOREM 4. There is an algorithm which for any 5 ~ decides whether or not 5 ~ is a 
[ informationless ] 
propagating ] | unidirectional I 
nonpropagating ] [ bidirectional J 
deterministic Lindenmayer process et, and if 5~ is such a set, then the algorithm produces an 
appropriate Lindenmayer model. 
We also have the following result. 
THEOREM 5. There is an algorithm which for any 5 P decides whether or not 5P is a 
propagating ] 
nonpropagatingJ 
informationless deterministic Lindenmayer regular subprocess set, and if ~9 "~ is such a set, 
the algorithm produces an appropriate Lindenmayer model. 
Proof. It is not too difficult o show that J is a 
propagating ]
nonpropagating] i 
informationless deterministic Lindenmayer regular subprocess set if and only if it is a 
propagating ]
nonpropagating] 1 
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informationless deterministic Lindenmayer process et. (The proof one way is trivial; 
the other way, it consists of making from an informationless deterministic Lindenmayer 
model L a new one L' which carries out k steps of L in one step.) The result then 
follows from Theorem 4. 
The following result is quite important. It says that for any set of observations there 
is a deterministic Lindenmayer model which is consistent with it. Thus the hypothesis 
that an organism can be modeled by a deterministic Lindenmayer model cannot 
possibly be discarded purely on the basis of experiments. In formal language 
terminology, it says that if we allow erasing rules (nonpropagation), then for every 
we can find a deterministic grammar (Lindenmayer model), such that all the sequences 
in ~ are subsequences of derivations in the grammar. 
THEOREM 6. Every St is a nonpropagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer 
subprocess et.Furthermore, there is an algorithm which for every St produces an appropriate 
Lindenmayer model. 
Proof. We show how to produce the Lindenmayer model L for a given ~.  
Create a single sequence S of strings which has the following property. For 
1 ~ i ~ m and 0 ~ j ~ n~, the string Pid occurs once and only once in S. (Thus, if 
Pid ~-- Pi',J", then it is included only once in S.) Let p be the first string in S. Let S' 
be the sequence S with p attached to the end. S' satisfies the unique successor con- 
dition. Hence, the algorithm of Lemma 1 produces a deterministic Lindenmayer 
model L such that S' is a regular subprocess associated with L. It is easy to see that in 
this case every S~ in S t is a subprocess associated with L. Thus ~ is a nonpropagating 
bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer subprocess et and L is the appropriate 
Lindenmayer model. 
6. THE PROPAGATING BIDIRECTIONAL DETERMINISTIC SUBPROCESS CASE 
This case is the least trivial of all the cases that we have succeeded in solving. In 
view of the fact (Theorem 6) that every ~9 ~ is a nonpropagating bidirectional deter- 
ministic Lindenmayer subprocess et, one may conjecture that every ~9 ~ which satisfies 
the propagating condition is a propagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer 
subprocess set. Such a conjecture would be false as can be seen from the following. 
EXAMPLE 2. ~9 ~ = {(a, a), (a, bb)). Clearly, 5 e satisfies the propagating condition; 
however, for no propagating deterministic Lindenmayer model L can both (a, a) and 
(a, bb) be subprocesses a sociated with L. (There is a unique derivation by L from a. 
If bb occurs in it before a is repeated, then a can never be repeated since L is 
propagating; if a is repeated before bb occurs, then bb can never occur since L is 
deterministic.) 
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If we also impose the unique successor condition on 5 P, then by Lemma 1, 5P would 
be a propagating deterministic Lindenmayer regular subprocess et. Hence, the 
propagating and unique successor conditions together are sufficient o insure that 5 p 
is a propagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer subprocess set. However, 
they are not necessary as can be seen from the following. 
EXAMPLE 3. L = ({a, b), a, 3, {a, b}), where 8(a, a, a) = {b} and 3(a, b, a) = {a}. 
Then, {(a, a), (a, b)} is a propagating deterministic Lindenmayer subprocess set, 
even though it does not satisfy the unique successor condition. 
We shall show using two Lemmas that the propagating condition and circuit 
condition together are necessary and sufficient for 5 ~ to be a propagating deterministic 
Lindenmayer subprocess set. In both these Lemmas, L will denote a deterministic 
Lindenmayer model. Since, for any string p and for any n, the set of n-th consecutive 
filaments of p contains exactly one element for a deterministic Lindenmayer model, 
we shall use h"(p) to denote this unique element. Thus, from now on, h"(p) will 
denote not a set, but a single string. 
LEMMA 2. I f  .2" is a propagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer subprocess 
set, then it satisfies the circuit condition. 
Proof. Let L be a propagating deterministic Lindenmayer model such that, for 
I ~ i <~ m, Si is a subprocess associated with L. Let G = (X, F) be the graph 
associated with 5 p (see Section 3). We shall now prove a number of things about G 
using the terminology of Berge [2, Chapter 1]. 
(a) For any q, r ~ X, if there is a path from q to r, then there exists a positive 
integer h, such that r = hh(q). 
This is easily proved by induction on the length of the path. A path of length 1 is 
an arc, and hence q = Pi,J and r = P~.J+I for some i and j. Since Si is a subproeess 
set associated with L, r = Ah(q). The inductive step is similar. 
(b) If q e X is in a circuit, then there exists a positive integer h, such that 
This follows immediately from (a). 
(c) For any component C of G, if q and r are in C and q is in a circuit in C, then 
there exists an integer h, such that q = Ah(r). 
If q and r are in the same component, hen there is a chain connecting q and r. 
(Note that Berge [2] distinguishes between a path and a chain. Roughly speaking, a
path is a directed chain.) We prove (c) by induction on the length of the shortest chain 
connecting q and r. 
If the length of the shortest chain is 0, then q = r and the result is obvious. 
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Assume now that the resuk holds if the length of the shortest chain is k, and suppose 
that the length of the shortest chain between qand r is k + I. Let p be an element in C 
such that the length of the shortest chain between p and q is k and between r and p is 1. 
Such a p clearly exists. By induction hypothesis and by (b), there exist integers h 1 
and h2, h2 ~ O, such that 
q = ~,~,(p), 
q = ),~(q). 
It follows that for all integers n, 
q = ~,~l+-'~(p). 
Since there is a chain of length 1, i.e., an edge, between r and p, there is either a path 
from r to p or a path from p to r. 
In the first case, by (a), there is an integer h3, such that p -~ ),h~(r). Then 
q = a~(p)  
= a"*(a~.(r)) 
.= ,~h*+~,(r), 
and the result is proved with h = h 1 + h z . 
In the second case, by (a), there is an integer ha, such that r = Abe(p). Choose an 
n > 0, such that h 1 + n 9 h 2 -- h z > 0. (Possible, since h~ > 0.) Since L is deter- 
ministic, we get 
q = ah~+"'h,(p) 
= ah l+" ' " , -~(a~3(p) )  
= ;~i~l+-'h2-~,(r), 
and the result is proved with h = h x q- n 9 h 2 --  h a . 
Since L is propagating, it follows from (c) that for every component C of G, if q 
and r are in C and q is in a circuit in C, then the length of r is not greater than the 
length of q. Hence, 6 ~ satisfies the circuit condition. 
LEMMA 3. There is an algorithm, which for any 5r which satisfies the propagating 
and the circuit conditions, produces an Y '  which satisfies the propagating and the unique 
successor conditions and is such that, for every deterministic Lindenmayer model L, if 
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every sequence of 5:' is a subprocess associated with L, then every sequence of 5" is a 
subprocess associated with L. 
Proof. Let 5: be a set satisfying the propagating and circuit conditions, and let 
G = (X, F) be the associated graph (see Section 3). Let C1, C z .... , C,,,, be all the 
different components of the graph G ---- (X, F) (see Berge [2, p. 9]). For 1 ~ i ~< m', 
let n~' denote the number of elements in Ci 9 
We define a binary relation ~ on elements of X (i.e., the p,.j in .9~). 
pc~q if and only if there is a path from p to q and there is no path from q to p, or if q 
is longer than p. 
We shall create sequences S~' (1 ~< i ~< m') of elements of X which are "sorted" 
according to ~. Initially, S~' is an arbitrary ordering P~.o, P,".a ,..., P~.n~ of elements 
of Ci (each element occurring exactly once). In the following algorithm, we shall use 
the instruction"interchange p~;~with p~.~ ,"to mean that the strings which at that point 
in time are referred to by the name Pi".~ and Pi'~k will exchange names. The following 
flow-diagram describes this sorting in a standard way (see, e.g., Ralston [17, p. 337]). 
Note that i is fixed in the algorithm. 
k +1 I 
j. 
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Even though a does not satisfy the law of trichotomy (it is not true that for all p and q 
in X at least one of the relations p ~ q, p = q, or q ~ p holds), the sorting algorithm 
works in the following sense9 It will always come to a stop, and when it does, we shall 
9 n t !  have that for allj and k, between 0 and n~:, ffpi,japi.k, thenj  ~< k. 
It  is easy to see that in order to prove this all we have to show is that ~ is transitive, 
i.e., that for all p, q and r in X, p ~ q and q c~ r implies p ~ r. (Note that since a is clearly 
not reflexive, i.e., we can never have p ~p, the transitivity of ~ implies that, for all p 
and q in X, at most one of the relations p c~ q, p = q and q ~ p holds.) 
I f  there is a path f romp to q and there is no path from q top, and there is a path from 
q to r and there is no path from r to q, then there is a path from p to r, but there is no 
path from r to p. (The existence of a path from r to p would imply a path from r to q!) 
I f  there is a path from p to q, then since 5 e is propagating, the length of q is at least the 
length ofp. In this case, if r is longer than q, then r is longer than p. It is now obvious 
that ~ is transitive9 
For 1 ~ i ~< m', S~' has the following properties: 
(a) Every element of C~ occurs exactly once in S~:. 
(b) S~ satisfies the propagating condition9 
(c) For0  <~j, k <~ nT, ifp~'.~o~p,".k, then j  < k. 
t t 
Now we define 5 f '  as follows. 5r' has sequences $1', Sz',..., S~, .  For 1 ~ i ~< m,  
if there is no string in S~ which is in a circuit, then Si' ~ S~'. I f  there is an element 
in S" which is in a circuit, then Si' is obtained from S" by attaching the first such 
element o the end of S~:. (In this case, n( = n~ + 1.) 
~ '  satisfies the propagating condition, since Sf" does, and the element which may 
get attached to the end of 5a~ ' is at least as long as any other element in S~:, since 5 ~" 
satisfies the circuit condition9 5"' satisfies the unique successor condition, since the Ci's 
form a partition of X, and, except possibly for the last element, Si' contains all elements 
of Ci exactly once. 
Let L be a deterministic Lindenmayer model, such that, for 1 <~ i ~ m', S i' is a 
subprocess associated with L. We denote elements of Si' by P'i.o, P~,I ,..., P'i.n," 9 To 
show that, for 1 ~ i ~ m, S, is a subprocess associated L, all we need to show is that, 
for I ~< i ~< m, 0 ~ j  < ni, there exists a positive integer h such that 
P~,J+I = ~h(P,.3" 
Clearly, there is path from p~.~ to Pi,J+x 9 Hence both Pi.~ and P,.~+I are in the same 
Ci', for some 1 ~ i' <~ m'. Le t j '  and k' be such that pi.~ = p~,.~., andpi,~+l : P'i'X, 
withj' ,  k' ~< n: .  
Case (i). I f  there is no path from Pi.~+l to Pi.~, then pi.p~pi.j+t, i.e., p',,.j, ap'~,.e,, 
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and hence (by (c) above)j' < k'. Since S~, is a subprocess associated with L, we have 
that there is a positive integer h such that 
t 
Pi.3+1 ~- P i ' .U  
~h(  . ,  x 
: xP i ' , J ' )  
~-- Ah(pi,j). 
Case (ii). If there is a path from Pis+1 to Pid, then P~',k' = Pid+l is in a circuit. 
Let l' be the smallest number, such thatp'i,.t, is in a circuit. Thenp~,.n? = P~'.c, and 
l' <~k' and j' <n~,.  
Hence, for some nonnegative integers h1 and h 2 , h~ > 0, 
Pi5+1 = P i ' ,k '  
~hl [  . ,  x 
k1-$ ,n~,J 
= 21(ah , (p? .~, ) )  
~__ ~ha+h2( r t "~ 
\ l - i t ) "  ] 
= ) th (p id ) ,  
with h = h 1 q- h~. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
THEOREM 7. There is an algorithm which for any 5f decides whether or not Sf is a 
propagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer subprocess et, and if 5f is such a set, 
the algorithm produces the appropriate Lindenmayer model. 
Proof. If 5 a is a propagating bidirectional deterministic Lindenmayer subprocess 
set, then it satisfies the propagating condition (obvious) and the circuit condition 
(Lemma 2). Conversely, if ~9 ~ satisfies these two conditions, then it follows from 
Lemmas 3 and 1, that there is a Lindenmayer model L such that every sequence of 50 
is a subprocess set associated with L. Furthermore, the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 1 
are constructive, they actually provide the algorithm which for any Sf will give the 
appropriate Lindenmayer model. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let ~'~ : {(a, b), (a, c, c), (d, b), (d, cc')}. The associated graph G is 
o d 
G has only one component. The circuit condition is not satisfied, since the element cc 
is longer than the element c which is in a circuit. Hence ~9 ~ is not a propagating deter- 
ministic Lindenmayer subprocess et. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let ~9 ~ = {(a, b), (a, cc, cc), (d, b), (d, c)}. The associated graph G 
is 
G has only one component. The circuit condition is satisfied. 
Carrying out the process described in Lemma 3, if we start with S~ -- (a, b, cc, d, c), 
we end up after sorting with S~' ---- (a, d, b, c, cc). This gives rise to S 1' = (a, d, b, c, 
cc, cc), and o c#' -~ {(a, d, b, c, cc, cc)}. This satisfies the propagating condition and the 
unique successor condition. Applying the technique of Lemma 1, we get the following 
Lindenmayer process 
g 
[gag] 
a 
[gdg] 
b 
[gbg] 
C 
[gcg] 
C C 
[gs [~g] 
C C 
of which all the sequences in 5: are subprocesses. 
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7. SUMMARY OF ALL RESULTS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
The following table summarizes our results. 
Deterministic Nondeterministic 
Type of Lindenmayer 
model 
Non- 
Propagating propagating 
Non- 
Propagating propagating 
Informationless 
Process Theorem 4 Theorem 4 
Regular Theorem 5 Theorem 5 
subprocess 
Subprocess OPEN OPEN 
Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
Unidirectional 
Process Theorem 4 Theorem 4 
Regular OPEN OPEN 
subprocess 
Subproeess OPEN OPEN 
Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
Bidirectional 
Process Theorem 4 Theorem 4 Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
Regular Theorem 1 Theorem 1 Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
subprocess 
Subprocess Theorem 7 Theorem 6 Theorem 3 Theorem 2 
8. EVALUATION OF MODELS PRODUCED BY THE ALGORITHMS 
We have been successful (in 30 out of the 36 cases) in producing the algorithms 
which we set out to produce. These algorithms will, from a finite set of sampled 
derivations, produce grammars of a required type consistent with the derivations, or 
will determine that there are no such grammars. In biological terminology, they 
produce from a finite set of observations of development of individuals of a species, a
developmental model of the species, or will determine that there is no developmental 
model of the required type consistent with the observations. Such negative results can 
already be useful, they prevent a search for a model which is bound to end in failure. 
We shall now look at the other situation, namely, when a model is actually produced 
by our algorithms. 
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Given a finite set of observations, there is often an infinity of models which could be 
used to explain those observations. Our algorithms produce one of these, but it is very 
rarely one which is even similar to the models which might be picked by a biologist. 
The reason for this appears to be the following. Human beings do not build develop- 
mental models directly from the finite observation. First they generalize, and replace 
the finite set St which they actually observed by an infinite set 3- of which they 
consider 5 p to be a typical representative sample. Then they try to build a develop- 
mental model which fits all developments in this infinite set. Since J -  is large, it 
determines the model to a large extent. If the rules of the model are simple, then it 
gives an insight into the nature of 3", which may not have been there before building 
the model. 
The generalization from .9 ~ to ~J- is heuristic process. It seems that before one can 
successfully automate model building in such a way that the models produced will be as 
useful as the ones produced by humans, we shall have to capture the essence of this 
heuristic process. Such investigations will form part of future development in this 
area. A further discussion of this matter is given by Herman and Walker [10]. 
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